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Post-Modernism and The Changing Nature of War 

Introduction 

 The United States is currently the single most powerful nation in the world, 

economically and politically. It has superior military capabilities that reflect its leaders’ 

desires to remain in control and pursue their fundamental goals on an increasingly 

significant global scale. The 21st century marks a time in which the relationships 

between countries (economic, social, political, religious) have become more 

interconnected and complicated due to the rise of information technology, which has 

become the most powerful means to influence large populations. Internet and television 

have enabled the general public very easy access to the same depth of information on 

an international level. Developing countries are using cell phones and becoming more 

dependent on technology as it becomes cheaper and more accessible. The increased 

availability of resources has major effects on social relationships across the globe. 

 Most industries have been affected by the widespread access to technology. 

Outsourcing labor to countries on entirely different continents is now often the most 

convenient and lucrative option for most corporations. Traditional industries are facing 

huge changes because they no longer suit solely domestic needs. Economies are 

evolving, expanding, being created, and becoming obsolete.  

Warfare is an industry that has gone through significant changes during the 

process of globalization. It is difficult to say whether necessary changes in war have 
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resulted in new technologies, or vice versa. It is also important to acknowledge that 

throughout modern history, there has been an inherent evolution of technology that is 

not just characteristic of this current period of time. However, global trends have greatly 

affected how war is conducted and how we view it on a global scale. In the majority of 

the last century, an ominous condition of war was the huge human sacrifice and 

bloodshed in the name of a country’s political goals. Today, unmatched military 

dominance has made conventional warfare an obsolete form of politics; the post-

modern era of war is characterized by non-state enemies such as terrorists and 

insurgencies. New precision technology, coupled with the current military superiority of 

the US, enables enemies to be destroyed in a short amount of time while limiting the 

number of incurred US casualties. Technological advancement has drastically 

increased the ease in which the United States military conducts war because it can 

achieve rapid dominance with very little human sacrifice. This, and numerous other 

factors related to the changes caused by globalization, has made war in the United 

States a less politically and emotionally sensitive issue.   

 

Background Information 

 War in the most recent decades has, arguably, changed in character due to new 

advanced technology and other global trends. A fierce debate rages among the analysts 

of these trends around whether, in the current era, the ultimate consequences of war 

are justifiable in human, political and financial costs. Carl von Clausewitz, a respected 

German military strategist, wrote about this subject and many share his view that the 

nature of war as a violent form of politics remains constant, but the way it is conducted 
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changes over time (Alexander 3). Others contest that the nature is fundamentally 

different today, alluding to the future of non-violent warfare in favor of information 

warfare – “war is not about killing, rather about the imposition of will” (Sheehan 215).  

 

Modern Era of War (1648-Cold War) 

 The modern era of warfare arose after 1648 and lasted for the next 300 years. 

Wars were a brutal extension of foreign politics and were fought between states. 

Warfare was a way for countries to project their own (mostly economic and territorial) 

interests. The modern period of war was characterized by the rise of nationalism, 

increasing centralized bureaucratic states, rapidly rising populations, science and 

industrial revolutions, growth of secular ideologies, and intolerance for opposing 

ideologies. During periods of war, governments centralize power to mobilize resources 

necessary for victory; tax burdens increased to support the war efforts, and the state 

was weakened by war due to preparation and engagement (Sheehan 216). 

Nationalism and centralized bureaucracies heavily influenced the nature of 

armies – mass armies were mobilized and soldiers were expected to sacrifice 

themselves for the state and show no mercy to the enemy. There were no universal 

rules governing the conduct of armies. Consequently, an entire body of international law 

was developed to regulate the use of force during wartime in order to protect civilians 

and to provide for the humane treatment of prisoners. This required both entities to 

recognize each other as participants (Sheehan 215).  
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World War II 

 World War II is one of the last examples of modern warfare that involves state-to-

state conflict and reflects the huge toll of war for all countries involved. It was 

characterized by air, naval, and land warfare. In air warfare, strategic and tactical 

bombers destroyed enemies’ cities, industries, and morale. The fighter-bomber was the 

most precise and primary weapon of these tactical strikes. In an “airborne assault”, 

paratroopers surprised the enemy by being dropped from the sky into battle (Dennis 3). 

Amphibious attacks, or naval warfare, were strategic and complex maneuvers that 

delivered troops to enemy terrain. Land warfare involved armed soldiers with artillery 

weapons (bazookas, recoilless rifles) that had adapted and advanced for easier 

mobility. Most US soldiers were equipped with semi-automatic weapons. The use of 

tanks was also essential to the German’s blitzkrieg tactic of war that utilized ground and 

air power to quickly immobilize the enemy (Dennis 4).  

 Over 60 million people were killed in World War II. Engaging in conventional 

warfare is a huge commitment due to the loss of soldiers and civilians. The United 

States lost 418,500 casualties during WWII (Dunnigan). Despite its enormous toll, by 

today’s standards WW2 was a low tech episode. 

 

American Imperialism  

 Acknowledging and understanding modern American imperialism is imperative in 

looking at the way it conducts its wars. The United States has a history of spreading 

influence and control to other countries, and aspects of imperialist motives are reflected 

in its foreign policies.  
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 The United States entered the Cold War as the dominant force against the Soviet 

Union. This was a consequence of the outcome of World War II, as Japan and Europe 

were weak. United States’ foreign policy was centered on the defense of the West and 

against the expansion of the East. In addition was the goal to spread the market system 

to new areas – to do this they supported decolonization (dissolution of formal colonial 

rule) while enforcing penetration into the market. “Put simply, get rid of colonialism in 

Africa, and open up the local McDonalds chain” (Shakwi).  

 During the 1960s and 1970s, many countries resisted the US imperialist policies 

and rising economic dominance. By then the Soviet Union offered an ideological 

counterbalance and the economies of Germany and Japan were flourishing. There was 

further anti-imperialist sentiment that the US should not be the “policemen of the world”. 

Because of this and the economic and military weakness exposed from the Vietnam 

War, the US had to find an alternative strategy to direct military intervention. This 

alternative came in the form of strategically located proxy regimes. During the Nixon era 

there were three proxies in the Middle East (Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Egypt), three 

countries with US sponsored regimes. This strategy came to an end when most of these 

governments were overthrown.  

 Upon the fall of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, the United States 

was established as the “unipolar”, predominant world power. In the 1990s the goal was 

to reestablish US’ right to directly intervene and advance their economic imperialism. 

This entailed converting countries formerly controlled by the USSR and spreading the 

market influence further.  
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 Today, the targets are the so-called “rogue states” that do not accept economic 

or political discipline and non-state enemies (insurgents). Removing any potential 

threats to power will keep the US economically and politically superior. 

 

Post-Modern Era (Cold War-present) 

 The post-modern period is what characterized the end of the 20th century and 

now 21st century. This kind of warfare involves non-state actors and reflects the decline 

in predominance of the nation-state. Globalization plays a large role in this – as the 

economy shifts from production to information as the core output, the roles and 

functions within have moved far away, fallen out of favor, or replaced by smart 

technology. This has weakened nationalist forms of identity and facilitated social 

restructuring as the importance of political identity (ethnic, religious, clan) increases.  

 One major result of new social interactions is the decline in significance of 

geographic boundaries. These were designated over a century ago by Europeans who 

colonized the world and show a lack of consideration of the importance of ethnicity 

beliefs, and values of people who lived in the area (Alexander 12). Now, because of 

advanced and rapid communication technology as well as global economic integration, 

the importance of these boundaries is in decline. The new global economy will foster the 

devolution of old states, globalization of economic interests, widespread immigration, 

and the formation of new and meaningful social groups (Alexander 9).  

 The declining significance of the nation-state and rise of global social groups 

connected by ideology have begun to alter large scale social interactions, including 

those of conflict and war. The post-modern era of war is characterized by the rise of 
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non-state actors. No longer are wars organized with respect to international law and 

formal acts (i.e. declaration of war, neutrality, peace treaties). Less predictable and 

more unstructured threats (i.e. terrorism, insurgencies, and internal crises) that demand 

military interventions also require different approaches to war that depart from traditional 

means. These non-state actors are able to utilize the technology that defines this era to 

their advantage Non-state actors use advanced communications technology as an 

instrument to conduct political business on multiple battlegrounds – cyberspace and 

global media are at their disposal; with air power and space satellites, this battleground 

is 3-dimentional (Sheehan 213).  

 

Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) 

 The “RMA” is a title used by analysts to describe a dramatic change in United 

States warfare marked by the military’s ability to achieve quick and effortless victories. 

Former US Secretary of Defense, William Cohen, defined the RMA as “when a nation’s 

military seizes an opportunity to transform its strategy, military doctrine, training, 

education, organization, equipment, operations and tactics to achieve decisive military 

results in fundamentally new ways” (Sheehan 217). The term “RMA” was coined in 1991 

after a swift victory for the US during the First Gulf War.  

 These seemingly “effortless” victories are made possible by superior information 

and precision technology. This technology gives the United States a “global edge” 

because it maximizes information on the adversary and territory as well as increases 

the efficiency of the operation. It allows the enemy to be carefully targeted and avoid 

unnecessary casualties. A few features of the RMA are: precision-guided weapons; 
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expansion of the battlefield with deep-strike technologies; “24-hour-war” – all-night, all-

weather, beyond-visual-strike range warfare, and near real-time integration of 

command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (Cordesman 19). This 

technology seeks to maximize knowledge of adversary’s culture and gain control of the 

environment.  

 These technologies reflect American imperialist policies that seek to achieve 

rapid dominance through “shock and awe”. There is no external adversary in the world 

that can challenge the power of American military in either regional conflict or 

conventional war. These new precision weapons and drones have made it easier for the 

United States to destroy the enemy while keeping their own casualties to a minimum.  

  

Vietnam: Lessons Learned 

 The consequences of the failure in Vietnam had great weight on future US 

military policy first by highlighting an important need to understand insurgencies and an 

effective means to counteract them. It was also a lesson in the importance of 

understanding a country’s culture and language before inhabiting it. The military entered 

Vietnam and used methods of conventional warfare against an unconventional army 

who practiced guerilla warfare. Troops initially focused on the North Vietnamese army 

and during that time there was an increase in insurgent activities that were more 

complex to fight. Furthermore, conventional warfare did not discern civilians from 

enemies, which was crucial to winning this war (Time).  

Insurgencies have always existed in the history of war. In recent history, their 

prevalence increased after World War II due to a rise in nationalism, decline of imperial 
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power, new weak governments, and a surplus of weapons that provided firepower for 

insurgents. Insurgencies are a politico-military struggle designed to weaken the control 

and legitimacy of established governments or occupying power. They do this through 

provocation, intimidation, protraction, and exhaustion. The last two tactics were unseen 

by the military in Vietnam. Protraction makes conflict as long as possible while 

minimizing the insurgent’s own loss rates. They seek to exhaust the counterinsurgency 

by using up its time and resources. “Insurgents start with nothing but a cause and grow 

to strength, while counterinsurgents start with everything but a cause and gradually 

decline in strength” (Millson). The importance here is that insurgencies are smaller, 

weaker, and less advanced than national militaries so they will have to use tactics of 

asymmetrical warfare to do damage on their enemies. The US military failed to adapt to 

the environment and method of war and failed to connect with and understand the 

culture of the Vietnamese.  

The anti-war and anti-draft movement also had a huge impact on successive 

wars and revealed the importance of public support for foreign affairs. Widespread 

protest of the Vietnam War caused the eventual decline in morale and discipline of 

soldiers and prompted the military decision to exit Vietnam. Regarding the influence of 

Vietnam on America’s understanding of its global role, “I think more than anything else, 

the reaction to Vietnam has helped foster the idea that the military should not be 

allowed to take casualties,” said U.N. Correspondent William Dowell who spent six 

years in Vietnam (Time). The anti-war movement was fueled by people’s anguish over 

the conscription of loved ones and the high death toll abroad. In total there were 58,209 
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US military casualties and 153,303 wounded soldiers. In 1973 the draft was suspended 

and the army became voluntary (Wells).  

 

The Professional Army 

The suspension of a draft and shift to an all-voluntary army had major 

implications for the ease in which the US could enter war with trained personnel ready 

for battle. This was coupled with a shift in the public perception of war. So many were in 

protest of Vietnam because of the hardships faced when friends and family are 

deployed to dangerous territory against their will. Minorities and the poor were targeted 

for enlistment because college students were allowed deferment from the draft. A 

voluntary military makes the United States more likely to engage in foreign conflicts. 

Without a draft, the general public (especially middle and higher income individuals) is 

less concerned with war because it requires no personal sacrifice. In this way, public 

opinion will not affect military decisions, and leaders might be more open to using 

military force to resolve conflicts instead of diplomacy (Golding).  

 

The “Privatization of War” 

 One perceived outcome of the revolution in military affairs is the privatization of 

war. This refers to the heavy use of private military corporations (PMCs), particularly in 

the Middle East. PMCs are the second biggest contributors to coalition forces in Iraq 

after the Pentagon. In 2008, out of an estimated total budget of 87 billion dollars, 30 

billion were spent on PMCs (Singer). The use of private military services is not a new 

phenomenon – it has existed throughout history. However, today, the extent of the 
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business and economy behind war stands out. “It is a trend that has been growing 

worldwide since the end of the cold war, a booming business which entails replacing 

soldiers wherever possible with highly paid civilians and hired guns not subject to 

standard military disciplinary procedures” (Traynor). In Iraq there are currently 180,000 

PMCs performing tasks formerly handled by US soldiers. These tasks are mainly 

support functions such as building and operating military bases, maintaining and 

repairing equipment, and moving massive convoys of supplies. Other tasks require far 

more skill – “when the unmanned Predator drones, the Global Hawks, and the B-2 

stealth combers went into action, their weapons systems, too, were operated and 

maintained by non-military personnel working for private companies” (Traynor).   

 The global trend of outsourcing jobs has infiltrated the military sector, and is seen 

by some as an opportunity to privatize and cut jobs of armed forces. The effect that 

PMCs have on war itself is a further decrease in personal investment in foreign affairs 

and increase of ease in which the US military can conduct these affairs.  

 

Rapid Dominance: The First Gulf War 

The use of advanced air technology during Operation Desert Storm of the First 

Gulf War demonstrated the US military’s indomitable air capabilities. In 1990, American 

interests were threatened when Iraq took control of Kuwait. President George Bush’s 

call for Iraq’s immediate withdrawal was ignored, and Iraq announced the annexation of 

Kuwait. All embassies closed and US citizens were taken hostage. This marked Bush’s 

decision to intervene in Kuwait. The United States formed a coalition with 34 other 

countries and led an air campaign that preceded a ground campaign.  
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The air campaign was extremely successful, demonstrating air supremacy 

through smart weapons. They invaded Kuwait in the middle of the night, destroying Iraqi 

radar sites that would have warned Iraqis of attack. Of the many weapons used, 

precision-guided munitions and cruise missiles delivered precise attacks that minimized 

damage to civilians and anything other than the target. Accuracy was achieved if the 

target was hit within 10 feet. These attacks lasted a month and adequately prepared the 

military for ground warfare, which lasted only four days before Bush declared liberation 

of Kuwait (Feltus). 

With the heavy use of technology, military tactics proved extremely effective in 

surprising the enemy, destroying its infrastructure, and thus weakening it to the point of 

easy victory and few US casualties when troops hit the ground. US forces suffered 148 

battle related deaths (35 to friendly fire) while between 20,000 and 35,000 Iraqi soldiers 

were killed. An estimated 3,500 civilians died from bombing and 100,000 died from war-

related activity (Dunnigan).  

 

Not So Fast: The Iraq War 

The Iraq War is another example of post-modern warfare and provides insight 

into the extent to which the “RMA” is effective. After 9 years, US troops still remain on 

Iraqi territory despite the use of precision-guided weapons and other smart technology.  

George W. Bush invaded Iraq on the pretense that Weapons of Mass Destruction were 

being used and were a threat to United States and U.N. security. Despite Bush’s 

infamous “Mission Accomplished” speech in 2003, the United States is still engaged in 

efforts to counteract Iraqi insurgencies and secure the area for Iraqi civilians. For a 
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moment, lightning-speed precision technology seemed to once again ensure American 

victory during what is also called the Second Gulf War (Millson). 

Since 2003, there has been a total of 4,287 American casualties that have been 

incurred largely during ground warfare and the “nation-building” period of war efforts. 

These efforts are seen by many as another failed military policy that lacked insight into 

the Iraqi culture. Soldiers could not gain the trust of the local population. Less soldiers 

engaged in ground warfare is good when inhibiting the number of casualties but, for 

example, in the town of Tarmiyah, “a handful of soldiers still can’t secure a town of more 

than 50,000” (Shachtman). In this case technology made initial impact easy but the 

aftermath, “Operation Iraqi Freedom,” was not as swift and easy.  

 

The Media 

 As technology advances, we receive “real time” accounts during times of war that 

make reasons for conflict seem more transparent and easy to assess. It seems as 

though we receive ample amounts of information that let us in to the workings of war. 

However, corporations own the popular media in the US and have their own special 

interests to take care of, and bias in the mainstream media is divided among party lines 

(Sheehan 220). Each side goes to great lengths to manipulate the public perception. 

Unfortunately, in many cases, legitimate and rational arguments for foreign affairs are 

given the same amount of air-time as nonsensical, ahistorical, and invaluable 

arguments that create controversy and garner much desired attention from the general 

public. The corporate media molds our perception of war because most foreign affairs, 

especially in the Middle East, remain very elusive because information is withheld and 
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images shown very selectively. This further desensitizes the US to war because most 

people have not seen the bloodshed that takes place in the Middle East.  

 In contrast to the television, internet news sources can be extremely reliable and 

give a global context to the reader through the eyes and ears of foreign journalists who 

transform from observers into active participants facing some serious dangers during 

times of war (Sheehan 221).  

 

Drones in War 

 Most recent in technological advancement is the use of drones in Pakistan and 

Afghanistan. Congress and other human rights groups have put the legality and moral 

implications of drones into question. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) can be controlled 

from hundreds of miles away, which eliminates the risk of human injury or death to the 

one controlling it. This technology is relatively inexpensive, erasing the sacrifice of war 

and making the waging of war even easier (Mariner). 

 

Drawing Conclusions 

 The ease in which the United States can engage in war is something that comes 

with great political, moral, social, and economic implications. On one hand, the 

dominance of the US military can be seen as very dangerous and imperialistic, 

especially during the ongoing shift toward drone warfare, which would eliminate any 

human sacrifice on the part of the United States. Advancement of technology tends to 

be seen in a very positive light but it does not come without moral consequences. 

Another idea proposed by some analysts is the possibility of a casualty-free war on both 
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sides. As the public’s tolerance for casualties continues to decline, and technology 

continues to advance, alternatives such as this one seem possible to some. While the 

shift towards casualty-free war seems like a positive goal for the future, it also cannot be 

ignored that the human lives in the Middle East over the past two decades have not 

been spared and that the death toll has been extremely high.  

 The United States’ temporary hegemonic control is subject to shift.  

Many critics of American military policy have turned to its failures in counterinsurgency, 

from Vietnam to Iraq, which reflects the overemphasis of the importance of technology 

in warfare and perhaps overcompensation due to the insecurities about future control. 

Nonetheless, the United States currently remains an insurmountable power that has 

achieved rapid forms of dominance through military technology.   
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